CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

The present condition, youtube will show all the video based on what user type in the searching box. And youtube will provide all the video in all categories. It cannot shows specific video that user looking for. Based on a lack of Youtube above, an android application which developed using Youtube Data API can be a solution. The Youtube Data API is one of the service for developers to improve youtube features.

This project will try to solve the problem above by making android application which implementing Youtube Data API. This application will enable user to manage video by categories, numbers of viewers. By using this application user will be helped to find more specific videos which they are searching for.

1.2 Scope

This project was created with android studio and Youtube Data API. The application focus only to manage videos by categories, user can play videos, show looking like, and unlike videos.

1.3 Objective

The objective of developing android application which implementing Youtube Data API is to search and filtered videos by categories.